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Abstract
We perform lattice calculations of the lightest J = 0,2,4,6 glueball masses in the D = 3 + 1 SU(3) gauge theory and
extrapolate to the continuum limit. Assuming that these masses lie on linear Regge trajectories we find a leading glueball
trajectory α(t) = 0.93(24) + 0.28(2)α′
R
t , where α′
R
 0.9 GeV−2 is the slope of the usual mesonic Regge trajectory. This
glueball trajectory has an intercept and slope similar to that of the pomeron trajectory. We contrast this with the situation
in D = 2 + 1 where the leading glueball Regge trajectory is found to have too small an intercept to be important for high-
energy cross sections. We interpret the observed states and trajectories in terms of open and closed string models of glueballs.
We discuss the large-N limit and perform an SU(8) calculation that hints at new states based on closed strings in higher
representations.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
The experimentally observed mesons and baryons
appear to lie on nearly linear and parallel Regge tra-
jectories,
(1)J ≡ α(t = m2)  α0 + α′m2
with α′  0.9 GeV−2 and α0  0.5. The exchange of
the highest-lying Regge pole will dominate any high
energy scattering that involves the exchange of the
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Open access under CC BY license.corresponding quantum numbers (see, e.g., [1] for a
recent review). The total cross section, on the other
hand, is related by unitarity to forward elastic scat-
tering and this is dominated by the ‘pomeron’ which
carries vacuum quantum numbers [1–3]. The pomeron
trajectory is qualitatively different from other Regge
trajectories in that it is much flatter (α′ much smaller)
and has a higher intercept [3]
(2)αP
(
t = m2)  1.08 + 0.25m2
(in GeV units). A unit intercept would lead to total
cross sections that are constant with energy. The fact
that cross-sections increase slowly with energy sug- 
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does not seem possible to associate the pomeron with
the usual flavour-singlet mesons (whose leading tra-
jectory would have the usual slope and too low an
intercept) there has been a long-standing speculation
that the physical particles on the trajectory (at integer
values of the spin J ) might be glueballs. This picture
arises naturally in string models of hadrons.
If we now consider the high-energy scattering of
glueballs in the pure SU(3) gauge theory, it is difficult
to imagine that the total cross section should behave
differently from total cross sections in the real world.
For instance, in leading-logarithmic perturbative cal-
culations ([2] and references therein), only the gluonic
field contributes to the pomeron. Thus it is reason-
able to expect that the pomeron will appear in the pure
gauge theory, with similar properties to those of the
phenomenological pomeron (up to corrections due to
effects such as mixing). This constitutes the main mo-
tivation for the calculations of this Letter in which we
use numerical lattice techniques to investigate whether
the mass spectrum of the SU(3) gauge theory is con-
sistent with approximately straight Regge trajectories,
the leading one of which possesses the properties of
the phenomenological pomeron.
The states that lie on the phenomenological pome-
ron will have even spin (the trajectory has even signa-
ture) and will start with J = 2 since the high intercept
implies that m2 < 0 for J = 0 so that the lightest J = 0
state must lie on a daughter trajectory. Thus we need
to calculate the lightest masses with J = 2 and J = 4,
and preferably J = 6 as well. There are two major
obstacles to this. The first arises from the reduced rota-
tional invariance of the cubic lattice, which makes the
identification of states with J  4 a non-trivial prob-
lem. In [4], we developed a technique to label highly
excited states from the lattice with the correct spin J
and we applied it in the simpler context of (2 + 1)-
dimensional SU(N) gauge theories [5]. We have now
extended this technique to three space dimensions and
will use it in this Letter. The second obstacle is that the
higher spin states are much more massive and there-
fore difficult to calculate accurately by the standard
numerical methods. We therefore apply recent algo-
rithmic improvements [7] that help reduce the variance
of rapidly decaying correlators.
In the next section we summarise the results of
our lattice calculation of the PC = ++ sector of theglueball spectrum and identify the leading and sub-
leading glueball Regge trajectories. We find that the
former does indeed possess the qualitative features of
the pomeron. To show how things might have been dif-
ferent, we also summarise the results of a similar cal-
culation in D = 2 + 1 where one finds a leading glue-
ball trajectory that has a very low intercept. We then
turn to a discussion of the string picture of mesons and
glueballs, which provides the framework within which
we interpret our results for the glueball mass spectrum.
A richer structure than in the meson case is predicted
for the associated glueball Regge trajectories, and we
use the observed pattern of states and degeneracies to
associate the observed trajectories with specific kinds
of open and closed strings. As well as discussing the
well-established pomeron trajectory, we use our cal-
culated spectrum to comment upon the more specula-
tive C = − odderon (for a review see [8]). Finally we
comment upon the SU(N → ∞) limit and some im-
plications for the high energy scattering of glueballs
and hadrons.
This Letter is a summary of the results of calcula-
tions that will be described in detail in a longer paper
[6]. In particular the reader is referred to that paper for
the technical details of our lattice calculations as well
as for a more detailed exploration of what string mod-
els predict for glueballs and for comments on earlier
lattice calculations of higher spin glueballs.
2. Results for the PC = ++ glueball spectrum
Our lattice calculations employ the standard pla-
quette action. We calculate ground and excited state
masses, m, from Euclidean correlation functions us-
ing standard variational techniques. We calculate the
string tension, σ , by calculating the mass of a flux loop
that closes around a spatial torus. We perform calcula-
tions for values of the inverse bare coupling β = 6/g2
ranging from β = 6.0 to β = 6.4, which corresponds
to lattice spacings a  0.10–0.05 fm. The calculations
are on lattices ranging from 163 36 to 323 48, corre-
sponding to a spatial extent aL  1.5 fm. At one value
of β we perform calculations on lattices up to 2 fm
across so as to check that any finite volume correc-
tions are small. We extrapolate the calculated values
of the dimensionless ratio m/
√
σ to a = 0 using an
a2σ correction, which is the leading correction with
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glueball spectrum with masses expressed in units of
the string tension. All this is quite standard (see, e.g.,
[9]).
There are two novel aspects to our calculations.
The first is a recently developed variance reduction
technique [7] that is very useful for reducing statis-
tical errors on masses that are large, such as those of
the higher spin states in which we shall be interested.
The second is the identification of the lightest J  4
states. The problem is that the cubic rotation group of
the lattice is much smaller than the continuum rotation
group and has just a few irreducible representations.
Nonetheless this does not mean that it makes no sense
to label states by their ‘spin J ’. As a → 0 an energy
eigenstate belonging to one of these lattice represen-
tations will tend to some state that is labelled by spin
J . So using continuity we can refer to a state at fi-
nite a as being of ‘spin J ’ if a is small enough. (Level
crossings at large a may eventually render such a la-
belling ambiguous.) At a = 0 a state of spin J will
appear in a multiplet of 2J + 1 degenerate states. If
we now increase a from zero, these 2J + 1 states will
in general appear in different lattice representations,
and the degeneracy will be broken at O(a2). So in
general the ground state of spin J = 4,5,6, . . . will
be a (highly) excited state in some lattice represen-
tation, thus complicating its identification. If we can
perform this identification, then we can extrapolate
the mass of the state to a = 0, so obtaining the mass
of, say, the lightest state of spin J . Our identification
technique, as described in [4] for the simpler case of
D = 2+1, is to perform a Fourier analysis of the rota-
tional properties of any given lattice eigenstate, using
a set of lattice operators that have an approximate ro-
tational symmetry that is greater than the exact cubic
symmetry, so that we can probe rotational properties
under rotations finer than π/2. Let us consider, for
instance, the trivial cubic representation. By measur-
ing the correlation of the glueball operators with fuzzy
rectangular Wilson loops of physical size, rotated suc-
cessively by (say) approximately 30 degrees around
the z-axis, we can obtain a lower bound on c4/c0 (up
to contributions from even higher spin states), where
cJ is the coefficient multiplying the spin-J contribu-
tion to the lattice state wave function. If we find that
the state has predominantly the rotational properties
corresponding to J = 4, and if we find that this pre-dominance grows towards unity as a → 0, then we can
assign to it these continuum rotational quantum num-
bers. In addition there should be states corresponding
to the other members of the spin multiplet that become
degenerate with it as a → 0, and this provides a pow-
erful consistency check for the correctness of the spin
assignment. We remark that the density of states and
the errors on masses prevents us from using this de-
generacy as the sole criterion in practice: the spin 4
state was found to be the fifth state in the A1 repre-
sentation, the third in the E, the fourth in the T2 and
the second in the T1 lattice representations. For in-
stance, we found am4++ = 1.40(4), 1.37(3), 1.40(8)
and 1.39(2) respectively for these representations at
β = 6.1, where a  0.08 fm.
More details of these methods will be provided
elsewhere [6]. We now turn to a summary of our re-
sults.
2.1. Glueball Regge trajectories in D = 3 + 1
We initially focus on states with PC = ++ since
these are the quantum numbers carried by the pomeron.
Extrapolating our glueball masses to the continuum
limit we plot the (squared) masses against the spins in
a Chew–Frautschi plot, as in Fig. 1. We now assume
that the states fall on approximately linear Regge tra-
jectories. To obtain significant evidence for or against
such linearity would require more accurate J = 6
masses than we have been able to achieve in the
present calculation. In that case the leading trajectory
clearly passes through the lightest J = 2 and J = 4
glueballs (and within about one standard deviation of
the lightest J = 6 glueball). We note that there is no
odd J state on this trajectory: it is even signature just
like the phenomenological pomeron. The parameters
of the trajectory are
(3)2πσα′ = 0.281(22), α0 = 0.93(24),
which is entirely consistent with the phenomenolog-
ical pomeron in Eq. (2), if we recall that the usual





One might worry about the fact that the 4++ state
lies above the two-scalar-glueball threshold. Gener-
ally speaking we expect glueball widths to be small,
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trajectories. The position of some experimental flavour-singlet mesons is indicated [15].of order O(1/N2) in SU(N) in pure gauge theories.
Secondly there is little phase space available in this
particular case and therefore the width will be strongly
suppressed at threshold due to the g-wave nature of
the decay. In our lattice calculations performed in fi-
nite volume, the discretisation of momenta yet re-
duces the available phase space. Finally, because we
use single-trace operators which naturally couple to
single-particle states, seeing the contribution of the de-
cay products to the correlation function would require
measuring it in the region of very large Euclidean time
separation, which is numerically inaccessible. Never-
theless it is an issue that should and can be addressed
by ab initio lattice methods.
Of course, in comparing our leading pure-glue
trajectory with the phenomenological pomeron we
should not ignore the fact that the latter will mix with
the flavourless mesonic trajectory, shown in Fig. 1. It
is expected that the mixing will effectively increase
the intercept and the slope of the pomeron. In par-
ticular it might well be that the underlying unmixed
pure-gauge pomeron has an intercept of 1 rather than
∼ 1.08. It is also unlikely that glueball states be-
yond m4++  3.6(2) GeV survive as well-defined res-
onances.
We can identify the sub-leading glueball trajectory
in Fig. 1 as well. It contains the lightest J = 0 glue-
ball, the first excited J = 2 glueball and the lightest
J = 3 glueball. Our lower bound on the mass of thelightest JPC = 1++ makes it clear that it is much too
heavy to lie on this trajectory. We remark that we have
not identified any excited J = 4 or J = 5 states, with
PC = ++, and so cannot say whether they lie on this
trajectory or not. In striking contrast to what one finds
for the usual mesonic trajectories, this secondary tra-
jectory is clearly not parallel to the leading one. As
we shall see in the next section, this is something one
might expect within a string picture of glueballs. The
trajectories cross somewhere near J = 5 and it is not
quite clear to which trajectory the observed J = 6 state
belongs. Clearly it would be useful to have a mass
estimate for the first excited J = 6 state. Finally we
remark that because of unitarity the trajectories will
not actually cross but will rather repel, as indicated in
Fig. 1.
We thus conclude that the leading Regge trajectory
in the pure SU(3) gauge theory does indeed appear to
be the ‘bare’ pomeron, which will become the phe-
nomenological pomeron after mixing with the appro-
priate mesonic Regge trajectory. We now turn to a sim-
ilar analysis for the SU(3) gauge theory in D = 2 + 1,
which will demonstrate that there is nothing inevitable
about our above result.
2.2. Glueball Regge trajectories in D = 2 + 1
In Fig. 2 we show the Chew–Frautschi plot for the
C = + sector of the continuum SU(3) gauge theory in
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space dimensions one has automatic parity-doubling
for J = 0.) In contrast to D = 3+1, a linear trajectory
between the lightest J = 2 and J = 4 states passes
through the lightest J = 0 state, and so we should
place the J = 0 glueball on that trajectory. Between
them the J = 0,2,4 states provide strong evidence for
the approximate linearity of the trajectory. In contrast
to D = 3+1 the secondary trajectory is approximately
parallel to the leading one.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the intercept is very
low, so that the leading glueball trajectory will make
a contribution to the total cross section that decreases
rapidly with energy. Thus if the glueball–glueball total
cross section is approximately constant at high ener-
gies, then it will have to be understood in terms of
something other than a Regge trajectory.
The parameters of the leading trajectory are
(5)2πσα′ = 0.384(16), α0 = −1.144(71).
Thus, in contrast to the intercept, the slope of the tra-
jectory is not very different from what we found in
D = 3 + 1.
3. String models
A natural model for a high J meson is to see it as
a rotating string with a q and q¯ at its ends and at the
classical level this leads to linear Regge trajectorieswith a slope determined by the string tension σ ,
(6)J J→∞= 1
2πσ
m2 + · · · .
If we now go to the pure gauge theory, this simple
‘open string’ model has an immediate analogue; two
gluons joined by a string containing flux in the ad-
joint representation. However, in contrast to the case
of mesons, there is an alternative closed string model:
a closed string of flux in the fundamental representa-
tion. We now discuss the aspects of these two models
which will be relevant to the interpretation of our cal-
culated spectrum.
3.1. Open strings
We would expect a state of high spin to be highly
extended, and in a confining theory this immediately
suggests an open string. For mesons the string ends on
quarks and carries fundamental flux, while for glue-
balls it ends on gluons and carries adjoint flux. Such
an adjoint string can break through gluons popping out
of the vacuum, but in SU(N) this process occurs at
O(1/N2) (by contrast fundamental string breaking in
QCDN occurs at O(1/N)).




m2 + · · ·  1
4.5πσ m
2 + · · · ,
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joint and fundamental string tensions are related by
Casimir scaling, σa  94σ for N = 3. This gives a
slope α′  0.4 GeV−2 which is very much flatter than
the usual mesonic Regge trajectory, although not quite
as flat as the phenomenological pomeron or the lead-
ing glueball trajectory we identified in Section 2.1.
Since the adjoint string comes back to itself under
C, P or rotations of π , we expect its spectrum to con-
tain
(8)JPC = 0++,2++,4++, . . . ,
states, just as one expects for an even-signature pome-
ron.
3.2. Closed strings
For mesons an open string is the only natural string
model. For glueballs, however, an equally natural
model is one composed of a closed loop of fundamen-
tal flux with no constituent gluons at all. This should
not be regarded as an alternative model. Rather one
expects some glueball states to be open strings and
others to be closed strings. (With mixing between the
two, at finite N .) Clearly we would like to identify
which state corresponds to which type of string.
An approximate but tractable closed string model
was constructed in [11]. In this model the essentialcomponent is a circular closed string (flux tube) of ra-
dius ρ. There are phonon-like excitations of this closed
string which move around it clockwise or anticlock-
wise and contribute to both its energy and its angular
momentum. The whole loop can rotate around its di-
ameter, obtaining angular momentum that way as well.
We refer the reader to [6] for the details of our
analysis of this model. Here we simply state that if one
considers the set of states where the angular momen-
tum is purely phononic one obtains an asymptotically
linear Regge trajectory with slope
(9)J = α(t = m2) J→∞= 1
8πσ
m2 + · · · ,
while for a loop with purely (non-relativistic) orbital
motion one obtains a linear trajectory with




m2 + · · · .
In either case the slope α′  0.2–0.3 GeV−2 is in the
right range for the pomeron. One can also calculate
the intercept obtained by linearly extrapolating this
trajectory from large to small J but this depends on
both the string ‘Casimir energy’ correction and on any
curvature term in the effective string action. As an il-
lustration we show in Fig. 3 the Chew–Frautschi plot
obtained by a numerical solution of the model (with
a conventional string Casimir energy and no curvature
term).Fig. 3. The leading phononic and orbital Regge trajectories in the flux-tube model in (3 + 1)D (with the bosonic string Casimir energy correc-
tion). The straight lines are semi-classical approximations to the trajectories. Crosses, circles and squares indicate the position of physical states
with the corresponding quantum numbers.
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with positive parity and P = +, C = (−1)J , J =
0,1,2 . . . . For the leading phononic trajectory, the
most striking feature is the absence of a J = 1 state,
because there is no corresponding phonon (it amounts
to a mere translation). Thus, in addition to the fun-
damental 0++, all PC combinations are expected for
J  2.
It is conceivable that for those quantum numbers
for which the simple flux-tube model predicts a very
large mass, other topologies of the string provide ways
to construct a lighter fundamental state. A new pat-
tern of quantum numbers arises if the oriented closed
string adopts a twisted, ‘8’ type configuration, whilst
remaining planar. The orbital trajectory built on such a
configuration leads to a sequence of states 0++, 1−−,
2++, 3−−, 4++, . . . .
3.3. String models in D = 2 + 1
The SU(3) gauge theory in D = 2 + 1 is linearly
confining and therefore an effective string theory de-
scription is equally well motivated. Since the rotating
open string lies in a plane, it provides a natural model
for glueballs in two space dimensions. The closed
string is also a possibility, although now all the angu-
lar momentum must come from phonons in the plane
of the loop.
The open adjoint string will contribute states with
J even and C = +, just as in Eq. (8) except for the ad-ditional trivial parity doubling of non-zero spin states
in two space-dimensions.
For the closed string, the quantum numbers for the
leading C = + and C = − phononic trajectories are
JPC = 0++, 2±+, 3±+, 4±+, . . . ,
J PC = 0−−, 2±−, 3±−, 4±−, . . . .
In the simplest form of the model, the two trajectories
are degenerate.
We remark that an orbital trajectory could only
be present if the string were to acquire a ‘perma-
nent deformation’, as heavy nuclei can do, but this
goes beyond the scope of the simple flux tube model.
The twisted orbital trajectory mentioned above carries
states with C = (−1)J .
4. Interpreting the glueball spectrum
It is clear from the discussion in Section 3 that we
need more than just the PC = ++ spectrum if we are
to interpret the observed glueball Regge trajectories in
terms of string models. We now present some results
for glueball states of other P and C and see how far we
can interpret the dynamics underlying the trajectories.
4.1. Regge trajectories in D = 3 + 1
In Fig. 4 we provide a Chew–Frautschi plot that
contains not only the PC = ++ states already shownFig. 4. Chew–Frautschi plot of the continuum 4D SU(3) gauge theory.
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able to identify in the continuum limit.
For J  4 the leading trajectory contains only even
spin states with PC = ++. This suggests that the tra-
jectory arises from a rotating open string carrying ad-
joint flux between the gluons at the end points.
The subleading trajectory has no J = 1 state al-
though it does appear to have a J = 3 and, possibly,
a J = 5 state. The absence of the J = 1 state (in
the presence of other states of odd J ) is characteris-
tic of the closed string phononic spectrum. The parity
doubling at J = 2 (due to the near-degeneracy of the
lightest 2−+ and the first excited 2++) and the near
degeneracy of the lightest 3+− and 3++ support this
interpretation. On the other hand, the expected light
states with quantum numbers J even, C = − or J
odd, P = − are missing from the spectrum. It would
be interesting to see whether string corrections to the
flux-tube model can provide a natural explanation for
the corresponding large mass splittings [6].
Given that the two leading trajectories cross some-
where around J = 5 it is not clear to which trajectory
we should assign the observed 5−+ and 6++ states.
Our interpretation of the leading trajectory as being an
open string and the first sub-leading trajectory as being
a phononic closed string would require us to assign the
5−+ to the latter and to expect an additional excited
6++ close to the ground state so that each trajectory
would possess a state with these quantum numbers.
We note that with the above interpretation, the open
string trajectory has a smaller slope than that of theclosed string in the small J region. It is however plau-
sible that at large J (and in the absence of decays), the
expected ratio of the slopes (Eqs. (7) and (9)) would be
restored. Our interpretation could be tested by inves-
tigating the structure of the fundamental and excited
2++ glueballs.
Looking to the heavier states, the fact that the 1−−
is lighter than the 3−− is hard to explain within the
flux tube model. On the other hand it would arise nat-
urally from rotations of the ‘twisted’ loop discussed in
Section 3.2 (see [6] for a discussion of this possibil-
ity).
4.2. Regge trajectories in D = 2 + 1
In Fig. 5 we present a Chew–Frautschi plot for the
SU(3) gauge theory in 2 spatial dimensions, with both
the C = + and C = − states displayed (using a new
spin labelling of the states given in [12]). We drop the
P label because of the automatic parity-doubling for
J = 0 states.
The leading trajectory contains only even J states
with C = + and so is naturally interpreted as arising
from a rotating open (adjoint) string. Since the inter-
cept is sufficiently low, it can and does include a J = 0
state, in contrast to the case of 3 spatial dimensions.
The first subleading trajectory has no J = 1 state,
although it contains a J = 3 state, and possesses a C =
+/− degeneracy for the lower J where we have reli-
able calculations. All this strongly suggests a phononic
trajectory of the closed string.Fig. 5. The Chew–Frautschi plot of the continuum D = 2 + 1 SU(3) glueball spectrum.
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There is some experimental evidence, from the dif-
ference between pp and pp¯ differential cross sections
at larger t , for an odd signature C = − trajectory that
is very flat, α′ ∼ 0, and that has a (near) unit intercept,
α(0)  1. This has been named the ‘odderon’ [8].
The states one might expect to lie along the odderon
are the lightest 1−−, 3−−, 5−−, . . . glueballs. From
Fig. 4 we see that a trajectory defined by the lightest
1−− and 3−− will have a slope similar to the pomeron
and a very low, negative intercept. (Such a trajectory
also passes through the lightest 2−−, suggesting an
exchange degenerate trajectory of opposite signature.)
From this point of view, our spectrum provides no
evidence in favour of the phenomenological odderon
being the leading PC = −− glueball trajectory.
However there is a (significant) caveat. If the lead-
ing trajectory has an intercept around unity, as claimed
phenomenologically, then the lightest 1−− glueball
cannot lie on it, but will rather lie on a subleading tra-
jectory. To test this possibility we need a good calcula-
tion of the lightest 5−− glueball, something we do not
have at present. We finish by noting that if we simply
draw a linear trajectory from J = 1 through the mass
of the lightest 3−− glueball, we obtain an ‘odderon’
slope that is about half the pomeron slope, which is in
the direction of the phenomenological expectation.
5. Large N
One does not expect the leading glueball trajec-
tory to be exactly like the ‘pomeron’ both becausethe higher-J states are unstable and because in the
real world there will be mixing between glueballs and
flavour-singlet qq¯ mesons. It is only in the limit of
SU(N → ∞) that one might expect Regge trajecto-
ries to be exactly linear (no decays) and the leading
glueball Regge trajectory to be precisely the pomeron
(no mixing) [5].
It is therefore interesting to ask if the SU(3) glue-
ball spectrum is close to that of SU(N → ∞). Al-
though recent lattice calculations [9,13] have demon-
strated that this is so for the lightest 0++ and 2++
glueballs, that is too limited a result for our purposes.
We have therefore computed the glueball spectrum in
SU(8) by similar techniques to those we have used
in SU(3). Since the leading large-N correction is ex-
pected to be O(1/N2), we can be confident (see also
[9,13]) that N = 8 will be very close to N = ∞ for
most physical quantities. Leaving the details of this
calculation to [6] we simply compare in Fig. 6 the low-
lying SU(3) and SU(8) continuum glueball spectra.
We see a close similarity except for the first excited
0++ (upon which we will comment below). Although
the accuracy of this calculation did not permit us to
identify higher-spin glueballs, we take this as evidence
that the leading glueball trajectories at N = 3 and
N = ∞ will be very similar.
While the low-lying spectrum may not change
much when we go from N = 3 to N = ∞, the string
picture suggests an interesting way in which the ex-
cited state spectrum may alter as N increases. This
arises because there are more stable flux tubes than just
the fundamental one at larger N (see, e.g., [14]). These
are called k-strings, they have string tensions σk < kσ ,Fig. 6. The continuum spectrum of glueballs in the 4D pure SU(3) and SU(8) gauge theories. The physical scale was set using
√
σ = 440 MeV.
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teger part of N/2. Thus there should be a separate
sector of the glueball spectrum based on closed loops
of each of these k-strings. These sectors will be iden-
tical except that they will be rescaled by
√
σk/σ . This
is a striking prediction. In particular, since we have
identified the lightest 0++ as being a closed string of
fundamental (k = 1) flux, we would expect the lightest
0++ based on the k = 2 closed string to have a mass





N = 8 from [13]. It is interesting to note that the
anomalously light excited scalar that we observed in
SU(8) fits this expectation quite well. It may constitute
the first observation of one of these new states.
We remark that other, unstable strings which be-
come stable as N → ∞ may have further implications
for the glueball spectrum at larger N .
6. Conclusions
Using novel lattice techniques, we have calculated
the masses of higher spin glueballs in the continuum
limit of the SU(3) gauge theory. In the physically in-
teresting case of 3 + 1 dimensions we find a leading
PC = ++ glueball trajectory
(11)αP (t) = 0.93(24)+ 0.25(2)t
(in GeV units, using a conventional value of the string
tension,
√
σ  420 MeV, and assuming linearity)
which is entirely consistent with the phenomenolog-
ical pomeron. The sub-leading trajectory has a larger
slope and eventually ‘crosses’ the pomeron. We argue
that such a rich Regge structure for glueballs occurs
naturally within string models: while quarkonia arise
only from open strings (of fundamental flux joining
two quarks), glueballs can arise not only from open
strings (of adjoint flux, joining two gluons), but also
from closed strings (closed loops of fundamental flux),
where asymptotic calculations suggest an interesting
structure of non-parallel as well as parallel trajecto-
ries.
To try and identify the dynamical content of the
different trajectories, we also calculated states with
other P and C. We then argued that the states on the
pomeron are given by a rotating open string while
the sub-leading trajectory has the characteristics of aclosed string whose spin comes from phonons running
around in the plane of the loop.
In contrast to this, we find that in 2 + 1 dimen-
sions the intercept of the leading trajectory is negative
so that it does not contribute significantly to scatter-
ing at high energies. Here again we find evidence that
the leading trajectory is an open string while the non-
leading one is a closed string. In this case we have
enough accurately calculated glueball states along the
leading trajectory to demonstrate its approximate lin-
earity.
Of course it is only at N = ∞ that one can expect
Regge trajectories to be exactly linear and glueballs
to define the physical pomeron. We showed through a
calculation of the SU(8) glueball spectrum that SU(3)
is indeed close to N = ∞ for the low-lying glueball
spectrum with a single striking exception that we in-
terpreted as the first signal of the new closed k-string
states one expects to appear at higher N .
Finally, we briefly comment upon high energy scat-
tering. As N → ∞ the usual counting arguments
tell us that scattering amplitudes vanish. So at large
N we expect the partial waves to be far from the
unitarity limit, i.e., little shadowing, and so the ad-
ditive quark counting rule for pomeron coupling to
hadrons is natural. The experimentally observed ad-
ditive quark rule thus constitutes one more indication
that QCD is ‘close’ to SU(∞). If the pomeron inter-
cept is higher than unity, then at high enough energy
this will break down, and shadowing will become im-
portant so that the cross section can satisfy the Frois-
sart bound.
In a world with only bottom quarks, the Frois-
sart bound σtot  (π/m2G) log2(s/s0) is stronger by
two orders of magnitude (mG is the lightest glue-
ball mass). Our glueball data strongly suggests that
high-energy cross sections are approximately constant
in the quenched world and that its ‘pomeron’ tra-
jectory has properties very similar to the real-world
pomeron. It provides a (partial) justification for pertur-
bative analyses that are based on the gluon field only
and are meant to describe the real world. But it is clear
that in such frameworks, unitarisation should be en-
forced with respect to the gluonic Froissart bound.
We can also turn the argument around. Experi-
mentally, the high-energy pp cross section lies only
slightly under the Froissart bound of gluodynamics
for mG  1.6 GeV. If the pp cross section is found
354 H.B. Meyer, M.J. Teper / Physics Letters B 605 (2005) 344–354to exceed it at the Large Hadron Collider, then it
will definitely be necessary to include the effects of
light quarks in the description of the hadronic wave-
functions at that energy.
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